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Assistant Merchandiser

Browns Fashion

Disruptive, unexpected and revolutionary in our own way... Browns changed the course of

retail and fashion history forever when it opened in 1970. Born in London but celebrated

globally, we're the one-stop shop for the best luxury fashion including established designers

and emerging talent; renowned for our influence in fashion and style, and our innovative

approach to retail and high-level service. Powered by Farfetch, we continue to disrupt the retail

landscape to deliver a global luxury shopping experience of the future, championing creativity

and originality. Our people are at the heart of everything we do. Together we are here

to make a difference and to spread kindness. We welcome differences, empower individuality

and celebrate diverse skills and perspectives, creating an inclusive environment for everyone.

Merchandising

We support the business to maximise commercial opportunities through effective

management of Browns inventory, driving sales and profit through strategic trade

actions, seasonal planning and markdown management. We support all channels to deliver

the best results across our stores, and Farfetch.

The Role

The Assistant Merchandiser provides day to day operational and strategic support to the

Merchandiser, and working alongside the buying team will review and react to performance

using key trade levers in order to help achieve the department targets.

WHAT YOU'LL DO
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You will analyse trade performance to identify best and worst sellers, and taking action in

order to maximise sales opportunities

You will monitor intake into the business, working with buying and the upstream team to

identify opportunities or risk and take relevant action

You will support the Merchandiser and Buying team during seasonal strategy planning,

reviewing lessons learnt for your department and presenting to senior management

You will provide brand analysis and insights during market to support buying decisions

You will help build brand relationships by providing data and analysis for key brands

You will support store rotations and management of stock movement to ensure our stores

amaze customers and meets commercial needs of the business, working closely retail and

buying.

You will support the merchandiser during end of season markdown, collating feedback from

brands and wider market to inform our MD strategy.

WHO YOU ARE

You are a strategic thinker with an emphasis on operational excellence.

You are commercially minded and able to identify opportunities and risks across the

business.

You are solution focused and can combine analytical capabilities and creative thinking to

create practical insights and solutions.

You are collaborative, working cross functionally to support the business day to day and

on ad hoc projects

Before Applying

Through your application, we want to understand the skills and experiences you have that

make you the perfect fit for this role and for FARFETCH. We’re passionate about creating

the conditions for Farfetchers to grow and develop but we’re also looking for people who can hit

the ground running, so make sure to apply for a position where you feel you can thrive.

Share:



FARFETCH has been made aware of SCAM activities in the market where people with

potential deceitful intentions impersonate the FARFETCH HR Team. Please note that we

do not ask for personal information on the phone and we don't make job offers prior to a

proper interview process. Also, we DO NOT request for any monetary payments from you at

any point of the recruitment process. Every application should be made via our applicants

tracking system through our careers website. If you receive a call to schedule an interview

with FARFETCH you should ask for a formal calendar invite coming from a email account.

If you sense you are being scammed, please contact your local authorities.

Apply Now
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